
 Magnetic tube experiment! 
 

What would happen if you dropped a magnet down a steel, aluminum, and 

copper pipe? How would the magnet react? Research includes types of magnetism, 

magnetic properties, components of steel, stainless steel, aluminum and copper. 

How do different materials affect the movement of magnets? After looking into all 

this, this researcher is sure that the rate at which the magnet will travel will vary 

depending on the material of the tube. 

 

What are magnetic properties? Magnetism is a force produced by an electric 

charge resulting in attractive and repulsive forces. The magnetic fields affect 

neighboring objects along magnetic field lines. According to Encyclopedia 

Britannica, “Lenz's law, in electromagnetism, statement that an induced electric 

current flows in a direction such that the current opposes the change that induced 

it.”  (Britannica) Basically, your magnet is creating a whirlpool of electrons around 

it as it falls down your pipe. “Whenever two electrons are paired together in an orbital, 

or their total spin is 0, they are diamagnetic electrons. Atoms with all diamagnetic 

electrons are called diamagnetic atoms. A paramagnetic electron is an unpaired 

electron. An atom is considered paramagnetic if even one orbital has a net spin”. 

https://courses.lumenlearning.com/introchem/chapter/diamagnetism-and-

paramagnetism/#:~:text=Whenever%20two%20electrons%20are%20paired,orbital%20h

as%20a%20net%20spin.) 

https://courses.lumenlearning.com/introchem/chapter/diamagnetism-and-paramagnetism/#:~:text=Whenever%20two%20electrons%20are%20paired,orbital%20has%20a%20net%20spin.
https://courses.lumenlearning.com/introchem/chapter/diamagnetism-and-paramagnetism/#:~:text=Whenever%20two%20electrons%20are%20paired,orbital%20has%20a%20net%20spin.
https://courses.lumenlearning.com/introchem/chapter/diamagnetism-and-paramagnetism/#:~:text=Whenever%20two%20electrons%20are%20paired,orbital%20has%20a%20net%20spin.


 

What is the composition of steel, stainless steel, aluminum and copper? 

Steel is made of “23.0 - 26.0% Chromium, 5.0 - 8.0% Nickel, 3.5 - 5.0% Manganese, 

MAX 1.5% Silicon, 1.75 -3.0% Molybdenum, MAX 0.06% Carbon, 0.15 - 0.30% 

Nitrogen, 0 - 2.5% Alloying additions, and a balanced amount of iron & other 

impurities”. (https://patents.google.com/patent/EP0107489A1/en) “Stainless” steel 

is actually a generic term referring to a variety of steel types. Like all other kinds of 

steel, stainless steel is made primarily from iron and carbon in a two-step process. What 

makes stainless steel different is the addition of chromium (Cr) and other alloying 

elements such as nickel (Ni) to create a corrosion-resistant product. 

(https://www.thermofisher.com/blog/metals/what-is-stainless-steel-part-i/) Aluminum is 

made up of bauxite, an ore typically found in the topsoil of various tropical 

and subtropical regions. Once mined, aluminum within the bauxite ore is 

chemically extracted into alumina, an aluminum oxide compound, through 

the Bayer process.  According to one website, natural copper is a mixture of two 

stable isotopes: copper-o63 (69.15 percent) and copper-65 (30.85 percent). 

(Socratic) How do metals affect magnetic movement?  Science Buddies states, 

“when a basketball bounces off of a surface, some of its energy is absorbed by the 

surface. A hard surface, such as concrete, absorbs less energy compared with a soft 

surface, such as a carpeted floor. The more energy absorbed by the surface, the less 

that remains in the ball for it to bounce.” (Science Buddies) 

https://patents.google.com/patent/EP0107489A1/en
https://www.thermofisher.com/blog/metals/what-is-stainless-steel-part-i/


 By dropping a magnet down a steel, aluminum and copper pipe one can 

measure the speed the magnet falls and therefore observe the effect of the pipe 

material on the speed of the magnet given all other variables are the same. The 

observer will see the magnet speeds up, slows down or remains the same 

depending on the material of the pipe. By including a clear glass pipe nonmetal; 

one can use that as a control.  
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